Let S be a set of n points in IR d . A set W is a weak "-net for (convex ranges of) S if for any T S containing "n points, the convex hull of T intersects W . We show the existence of weak "-nets of size O We present a deterministic algorithm for computing such a net in time n(1=") O(1) . We also consider two special cases: when S is in convex position, we prove the existence of a net of size O( 1 " log 1:6 1 " ); for the case where S consists of the vertices of a regular polygon, we use an argument from hyperbolic geometry to exhibit an optimal net of size O(1=").
Introduction
Let S be a set of n points in IR d . A set W IR d is called a weak "-net for (convex ranges of) S if, for any subset T of "n points of S, the convex hull of T intersects W. If the points of W could be chosen from among those of S, then W would have been called a strong "-net (or just an "-net) of S. Such nets, introduced by Haussler and Welzl 11], are de ned for general range spaces, where a range space is a pair (S; R), where S is a set and R is a set of subsets of S, called ranges. A set N S is an "-net if every range of S that contains at least "n points intersects N. Haussler and Welzl have shown that if the range space has nite VC dimension then there always exists an "-net of size O( 1 " log 1 " ); in particular, this size is independent of the size of S. Moreover, a random subset of S of this size will be an "-net with high probability. See 11] for more details.
In the setup that we are concerned with, the ranges are all intersections of S with convex sets; we will refer to these ranges as convex ranges. Unfortunately, in this setup, the resulting range space has in nite VC dimension, which, in particular, is manifested by the fact that in general strong "-nets must be very large, that is, contain more than (1 ? Our analysis actually produces a more powerful structure. Namely, we obtain a collection Q of O(n d ) points (that depend on S but not on "), so that, for any given " > 0 we can obtain a weak "-net by an appropriate sampling of points of Q. Moreover, our net has the following stronger property: For any subset T of S of at least "n points, there exists a net point which is an approximate center point of T. A point p is called an approximate center point of a point set T if every halfspace that contains p also contains at least some xed fraction of the points of T. For a real center point, which always exists, this fraction is at least 1=(d + 1); see 8]. In our case, the fraction is a function of ", namely it is at least (1= log d =d 1 " ). We also consider the algorithmic problem of e ciently constructing a weak "-net for a given set S. We present a deterministic algorithm that computes a net in time n(1=") O (1) . Finally, we look at two special cases: If S consists of points in convex position, then a net of size O( 1 " log 1:6 1 " ) can be found. If the points of S lie uniformly on a circle (as do, say, the vertices of a regular polygon) then there exists an optimal "-net of size O(1="). Interestingly, the "-net can be chosen as a subset of the vertices of a tesselation of the hyperbolic plane. The simplicity of the proof shows that the problem lives naturally in hyperbolic space.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our construction of weak "-nets. Section 3 is devoted to the algorithmic issues of the construction. Section 4 and 5 treat the two special cases mentioned above.
2 Construction of Weak "-Nets Let S be a given set of n points in IR d . We will assume, with no loss of generality, that the points of S lie in general position, meaning that their coordinates are nd real numbers that are algebraically independent over the rationals. If the points of S are not in general position, then we can choose a sequence of sets fS i g that converge to S pointwise and are in general position. Let W i be a weak "-net for S i , all having the same size. By compactness, a subsequence of the W i converges pointwise to a set W, having no more points than each of the W i 's, which is easily seen to be a weak "-net for S.
We will construct a multi-level structure from the points of S, as follows. At the rst level, we project the points of S on the x 1 -axis, and denote by S 1 the resulting set. We consider the set of all intervals on the x 1 -axis connecting pairs of points in S 1 , and construct an interval tree over these intervals. In more detail, this is a binary tree whose root corresponds to a point a on the x 1 -axis, such that at most half of the intervals lie fully to the left of a and at most half lie fully to its right. The intervals that contain a are stored at the root. The left (resp. right) subtree of the interval tree is obtained recursively by applying the same bisection step to the intervals lying fully to the left (resp. to the right) of a.
This de nition of an interval tree is general, and applies to arbitrary collections of intervals on a line. In this rst-level structure, though, the same tree can also be constructed by building a balanced binary tree on the projected points of S, and by storing each interval I at the unique node of the tree whose left subtree stores one endpoint of I and its right subtree stores the other endpoint. In what follows we will make use of this alternative representation.
Note that each interval is stored in exactly one node of the tree. Note also that, interpreting the structure back in IR d , each node of the tree corresponds to a hyperplane of the form x 1 = a, and the intervals that are stored at the node are x 1 -projections of those segments that connect pairs of points in S and cross the hyperplane. Now consider the second level of our structure. Let v be a node of the rst-level interval tree, corresponding to a hyperplane f v : x 1 = a v , and let N v denote the set of segments stored at v. Map each segment pq in N v to the point pq \ f v , and label the point by the unordered pair (pq). Let K v denote the resulting collection of points. Consider now the collection of all segments in f v that connect pairs of points of K v of the form (pq), (pr) (i.e. pairs of points whose labels share a common point of S). We project these segments onto the x 2 -axis within f v , and construct an interval tree for these projected segments, in the same manner as described above. A node of this second-level tree corresponds to a (d ? 2)-at f of the form x 1 = a v , x 2 = b, and the intervals (pq); (pr)] stored at that node correspond to triangles pqr that are spanned by points of S and intersect f. It is easily veri ed that each triangle pqr spanned by S is stored in exactly one second-level node (over all rst-level trees). To see this, suppose that pq is the edge whose x 1 -projection is longest. Then the rst-level node v where pq is stored must also store (exactly) one of pr, qr, say it stores pr. Then the segment (pq); (pr)] is one of the segments processed at v and thus is stored somewhere in the interval tree of v. Uniqueness also follows easily from this argument.
We continue in this manner, constructing one extra level of the structure for each dimension. Consider the j-th level of the structure, for j d ? Let be a simplex spanned by the points of S, and let u be the node of smallest depth`of the rst-level interval tree which stores some edge of . It is easily veri ed that all vertices of are stored at the subtree rooted at u. Let S u denote the set of points stored at this subtree. The size of S u is n=2`. Next we claim that each (d ? 1)-simplex spanned by the points of S u is stored in at most a constant number of last-level lists K v . This is best proved by showing, using induction on j, that each j-simplex spanned by S u is stored in at most m j j-level nodes, for an appropriate constant m j . It follows that the total number of sampled points at lists K v in the substructure of the same rst-level node u is at most
We now sum these bounds over all 2` rst-level nodes u at the same depth`, and then sum over`, to obtain an overall bound of Proof: Let T be a subset of S consisting of "n points; we need to show that conv(T)\ W 6 = ;. We will proceed through the structure level by level, but, for technical reasons, we give the rst level separate treatment. Let v 1 be a node of the rst-level interval tree of smallest depth` 0, such that at least 1 4 3 4 `" n points of T are stored at each of the two subtrees of v 1 . Such a node must exist, for otherwise we would obtain a single path in the tree, so that the node of at depth`stores at least 3 4 `" n points of T in its subtree. However, the number of points of S stored at that subtree is at most n 2`, which is smaller than 3 4 `" n when`is su ciently large.
. Let T 0 denote the subset of T consisting of those points of T stored at the subtree of v 1 . By removing some points from T 0 , if necessary, we will assume that the size of T 0 is exactly " 0 n, and that exactly half the points of T 0 are stored at the subtree of each child of v 1 . We claim that at each level j there exists some node v j whose associated list N v j contains at least c j " j+1 0 n j+1 = log , from the fact that both the left and right subtrees of v 1 store 1 2 " 0 n points of T.
For the sake of exposition, we treat separately the case j = 2. Let E be the set of intervals spanned by the x 1 -projections of the points of T 0 and stored at the node v 1 obtained above. Let t = jEj c 1 " 2 0 n 2 . Regard E as the edge set of an undirected graph, whose nodes are the points of T 0 .
We claim that by deleting no more than half the elements of E (and some points of T 0 ) we can guarantee that every remaining point of T 0 has degree > t 2" 0 n . This is proved by a simple pruning process, that iteratively removes a point and all its incident edges if the point has degree smaller than or equal to t 2" 0 n ; this process cannot remove more than t 2 edges of E. Now consider the resulting pruned set E 0 as a set of points in the hyperplane f v 1 : x 1 = a 1 corresponding to v 1 (thus E 0 is a subset of K v 1 ). We construct a set M of segments in f v 1 , as follows. Take each point (pq) 2 E 0 , choose any point r 6 = p; q of T 0 such that (qr) is also in E 0 , then choose any point s 6 = p; q; r of T 0 such that (rs) is also in E 0 , and add to M the segment connecting (pq) to (rs) in f v 1 . The pruning procedure ensures that the number of segments in M is at least jE 0 j t projected segments of the latter kind, which, by construction, are all stored in the second-level interval tree of f v 1 . However, these segments are not necessarily distinct, and each may be counted with multiplicity at most 2" 0 n (a segment (pq); (qr)] may be counted once for each point s of T 0 that induces a segment (qr); (rs)], and once for each point s that induces a segment (ps); (pq)]). Hence, a 2 is contained in at least 1 2 c 0 " 3 0 n 3 distinct projected segments of this kind.
Let denote the path in the interval tree of f v 1 leading to a 2 , that is, the path descends from a node u to its left (right) child if a 2 is smaller (larger) than the x 2 -value associated with u. It is easily veri ed that each projected segment containing a 2 must be stored at some node along . Moreover, the total number of projected segments stored at nodes of at depth 3 log The general inductive step at a level j is argued in much the same way as in the case j = 2. That is, we consider the set E of (j ? 1)-simplices spanned by the points of T 0 and stored at the node v j?1 produced at the preceding induction step. By induction hypothesis, t = jEj c j?1 " j 0 n j = log j 1 " 0 . We regard E as the edge set of an unordered j-hypergraph, whose nodes are the points of T 0 . We say that a (j ? 1)-set fp 1 p 2 p j?1 g is present in the hypergraph if the hypergraph contains at least one edge that contains that set. We claim that, by deleting no more than half the elements of E, we can guarantee that for every (j ? 1)-set that is still present in the pruned hypergraph, there are at " 0 projected segments of the latter kind, which, by construction, are all stored in the j-level interval tree constructed within f v j?1 . As above, these segments are not necessarily distinct, and each may be counted with multiplicity at most O(" j?1 0 n j?1 ) (which is the number of times such a segment can be extended, via the point-replacement mechanism described above, to a segment connecting two points of E 0 whose labels share no point of T 0 ). Hence, a j is contained in at least c 00 " j+1 0 n j+1 =log 2j j 1 " 0 distinct segments of this kind, for another constant c 00 . We now repeat the argument involving the path in the interval tree leading to a j , truncated at depth roughly (j +1) log This establishes the induction step for j, since j+1 = 2j j + 1, by de nition, and thus completes the inductive proof of the lemma. 2 There are several interesting consequences of our construction. First, let Q denote the collection of all points of intersection between the lines f v , for nodes v of the lastlevel interval trees, and the (d ? 1)-simplices spanned by the points of S and stored at v. The analysis given above implies that the size of Q is O(n d ). Note that the set Q depends only on S and is independent of ". We have thus shown the existence of a xed set Q of O(n d ) points, depending only on S, so that, for any " > 0, a weak "-net for S can be obtained by an appropriate sampling of the points of Q.
Second, if we construct the weak "-net W by sampling more points of Q, say three times more densely, then W has the following additional property. If T is a subset of S containing "n points, then conv(T) contains a point z of W so that there are at least c" d n d = log d 1 " (d ? 1)-simplices spanned by points of T and lying above z, and at least that many such simplices lying below z. This in turn implies that z is an approximate center point of T, meaning that any halfspace bounded by a hyperplane passing through z must contain at least "n points of T, where = (1= log d =d 1 " ). It is easily checked that this also holds for any subset T S that contains at least "n points. This property is weaker than being a real center point of T, which is a point having the property that each halfspace bounded by a hyperplane passing through p contains at least 1=(d + 1) of the points of T (it is well known that such a point always exists; see 8]). Still it is interesting that the xed, and reasonably small, set Q contains an approximate center point for every subset T of S that contains at least "n points.
Algorithms for Computing Weak "-Nets
In this section we develop e cient algorithms for computing a weak "-net of a given point set S in IR d . We rst present a deterministic algorithm that runs in time O(n d log(1=")), and then present a randomized algorithm.
4 Weak "-nets for Planar point sets in Convex Position For 0 < " < 1, let (") be the smallest integer that guarantees the existence of a weak "-net N of size (") of every nite planar point set S in convex position (for convex sets); (that is, if A S, jAj > "jSj, then the convex hull of A contains a point in N).
We show that (") = O( 1 " log log 2 3 1 " ) : To do this, we prove that for any real number ", 0 < " < 1, and any positive integer , the function obeys the inequality
The bound on (") follows by choosing`= 3= p ", which gives
and consequently, (") (1 + 3 + 3 2 + + 3 log 2 log 2 (1=") )O(1="):
Let S be a set of n points and let` n. We select`points in S enumerated by p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : ; p`? 1 ; p`= p 0 in counterclockwise direction; the choice has to be made so that between any two consecutive points p i?1 and p i there are at most n=`points of S. Let Clearly, this will yield the recursion (1). It remains to verify, that this collection of points forms a weak "-net. Consider A S, jAj > "n. If 5 Weak "-Nets for Points Uniformly Distributed on a Circle
We show that if P consists of points with a quasi-uniform distribution on the unit circle U then there exists a weak "-net for P of size O(1="). By a quasi-uniform distribution we mean that any arc of U of length should contain at most dc ne points of P, for some constant c > 0. This result is a simple corollary of the following theorem (Fig.1 ).
Theorem 5.1 Given any " > 0, there exists a set P of size O(1=") such that any triangle whose vertices lie in U and whose side lengths exceed " must intersect P.
Here is a brief sketch of the proof. Consider a regular dc="e-gon R inscribed in the unit disk D (for some large constant c) and tile the plane with a square grid ne enough to have have about 1=" vertices inside R: make these grid points the set P. Obviously this does not work, because the distribution of points should be denser near the boundary of the disk. So, instead, take a non-uniform grid where the density of points at a distance r from the center is roughly r(1 ? r 2 ) ?3=2 . Why such an odd-looking density? It is the intrinsic measure of the so-called Lorentz space of special relativity, which in turn is derived from the metric of the hyperbolic plane in its projective (Klein) model. Although the proof of Theorem 5.1 can be given solely in Euclidean terms, it is technical and ugly. Strikingly, the proof is completely trivial in hyperbolic geometry, which thus appears to be its natural \habitat." To provide a better understanding of what is happening and make the presentation selfcontained, we begin with a brief overview of the geometry of the hyperbolic plane. See 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15] for background material.
Hyperbolic Geometry
Euclid's fth postulate states that through a given point exactly one line can be parallel to another given line. Hyperbolic geometry postulates that an in nite number of such lines exist. For our purposes the most interesting consequence of that fact is that the area of any triangle is bounded above by a constant. In particular, the area of a convex polygon with its vertices on the unit circle depends only on its number of sides and not on the position of the vertices. This allows us to treat the \test" convex sets for weak "-nets in a uniform manner, and thus substitute simple area-based geometric arguments for otherwise complicated combinatorial proofs. The hyperbolic plane is typically modeled in one of three ways: the Klein model, the Poincar e model, or the halfplane model. We brie y discuss each of them.
The hyperbolic plane H Namely, the point (x; y; z) 2 H + maps to (x=z; y=z) on the plane z = 1 (Fig.2) . The unit circle U bounding D corresponds to points at in nity. Viewed in E 3 , a line of H 2 is the plane spanned by two lines passing through O. The intersection of that plane with z = 1 is a line, therefore lines still look straight in the Klein model. The underlying metric, however, must be transferred from the hyperboloid to the unit disk D, and so it is not the familiar Euclidean metric. In particular, angles and distances cannot be read o by simply looking at them in the Klein disk.
It is actually quite easy to express the Lorentz metric in the Klein disk supplied with polar coordinates. Let (r; ) be a point in the Klein disk with Euclidean polar coordinates ( ; The metric of the hyperbolic plane is invariant under projective transformations. Since cross-ratios are known to be invariant under such transformations, it is natural that the hyperbolic distance between p and q should be a function of the cross-ratio of (a; b; p; q) (Fig.3) . Indeed, it is equal to 1 2 log jq ? ajjb ? pj jp ? ajjb ? qj :
The logarithm is needed to make the distance function additive. We should also point out that the factor 1=2 is inserted to make the curvature ?1. The notion of curvature is central to hyperbolic geometry: Indeed, in H 2 the circumference of a circle of radius r is greater than 2 r, which is similar to what happens (locally) in the Riemannian metric of a negatively curved surface, e.g., a hyperbolic paraboloid. Note that, on the contrary, the circumference of a small circle taken on a positively curved surface, such as a sphere, is less than 2 r. It is possible to construct negatively surfaces in R 3 whose intrinsic metric is hyperbolic, but this can be only a local property because by a theorem of Hilbert no surface in R 3 can be isometric to all of H 2 . Intuitively, there is not enough room in Euclidean space to accommodate the hyperbolic metric.
The Klein model is useful to deal with point and lines but it does not help much in dealing with angles. For this we must turn to conformal models, which preserve angles.
The Poincar e Model. Let O be the center of the Klein disk D and let S be the unit sphere centered around O. A point p in the Klein disk is mapped to the point p 0 in the Poincar e disk (which is also D) as follows: project p vertically down to the southern hemisphere of S and then centrally onto D towards the north pole of S (Fig.4) . Straight lines in the Poincar e disk model appear as circular arcs orthogonal to U. A line segment joining two points p and q is shown in Fig.5 . In this model, isometries are obtained by composing inversions in circles. Given a circle C, an inversion about it leaves C invariant (pointwise) as well as any circle orthogonal to it (globally), e.g., L and L 0 (Fig.6 ). Let q (resp. q 0 ) be the image of p (resp. p 0 ) under the inversion. Since we claim that inversions are isometries, the (hyperbolic) length of pp 0 must be equal to the length of0 . More generally, the lengths of all the transversals shown in Fig.6 A triangle in the Poincar e model is the region of D bounded by three circular arcs orthogonal to U. The triangle is called ideal if its three vertices lie on U. If its angles are ; ; , we already mentioned that its area is ? ( + + ). Note that ideal triangles have zero angles, so their area is exactly (even though their sides have in nite length). Unlike its Euclidean counterpart, a triangle is completely characterized (up to congruency) by its three angles. The Poincar e model is conformal, so we can reason directly about angles. For example, it is easy to show that any regular n-gon can be used to tile the whole hyperbolic plane (which shows how much more room H 2 has compared to E 2 ). Indeed, consider a regular n-gon centered at O. By triangulating it we immediately derive that its area is equal to (n ? 2) ? n , where is its vertex angle. If the polygon is ideal, i.e., if all its vertices lie on the unit circle U, then = 0. If we continuously \shrink" the polygon towards O, however, its area goes to 0, and therefore, tends to (1 ? 2=n) . (Note that near the origin the hyperbolic plane behaves like the Euclidean plane.) This means that, at some point during the shrinking, becomes equal to 2 =n (Fig.7) . We can now draw the polygon at that position and re ect it about its edges (since angles sum up to 2 around the vertices). Iterating these re ections (which from a Euclidean standpoint are circle inversions) tiles all H . Figure 8 shows a tiling with l = 2, m = 3, n = 7. The tiling is in nite so it is only shown within a nite disk. If X denotes re ection around edge x, the tiling is generated by the group, denoted T (l; m; n), with The rst group of relations express the fact that re ected images incident upon a xed vertex cycle back after a while. The second group says that re ections are involutory.
The characterization of hyperbolic triangle groups given above immediately implies that (unfortunately) triangular tilings must be made of triangles of diameter higher than some xed constant. In other words, triangles involved in a tiling cannot be too small. In fact, T (2; 3; 7) is the tiling whose fundamental region has the smallest possible triangle: from what we said earlier, its area is (1? ) :0238. For concreteness, place the center O of U at a vertex of degree 14 in the tiling generated by T (2; 3; 7) (Fig.8 ).
Fix 0 < r < 1, and let D r be the disk centered at O of Euclidean radius r < 1.
It is immediate to verify (for example, by using Lemma 5.2) that the number of triangles intersecting D r is O (1=(1 ? r) ). Suppose that we wish to have smaller triangles. By decomposing each triangle barycentrically (Fig.9) , and iterating in this fashion a constant number of times, we can bring down the hyperbolic diameter of every triangle below any desired positive constant. Note that the total number of triangles (intersecting D r ) remains O(1= (1 ? r) ). Although it is not a problem here, it is worth noting that this operation is no longer a tiling since the new triangles are not congruent (and interestingly can never be made congruent). We summarize our results: Lemma 5.3 There exists a triangulation of the Poincar e disk using triangles of hyperbolic diameter below any desired positive constant such that, given any 0 < r < 1, the number of triangles overlapping the disk D r of Euclidean radius r is O (1=(1?r) ).
The Proof of the Theorem. Set r = 1 ? "=10 in Lemma 5.3, and choose a triangulation T of the Poincar e disk with triangles of hyperbolic diameter less than some suitable constant c > 0. We claim that, for c small enough, the set P consisting of the vertices of T within D r satis es the conditions of Theorem 5.1. To begin with, observe that the set contains O (1=(1 ? r) ) points, which is the desired size.
Next, let uvw be an ideal triangle whose Euclidean side lengths exceed ". Since a constant number of random points hit every triangle with big enough sides, we can certainly assume that the sides of uvw are fairly short. Also, we can assume that uv and vw are congruent. (Because if w is further from v than u is, then sliding w towards v shrinks the triangle.) Now, let uvh be the triangle obtained as the intersection of the triangles uvw and v 0 uv, where v 0 is the re ection of v around u (Fig.10) . Let > " be the Euclidean distance from u to v. Elementary calculations
